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An investigation was carried out in The Netherlands to assess the impact of the prope~ies of the sand from various
beach and dune nourishments on the rate of aeolian san tr . amples from nounshed beaches and dunes and,
nearby unnourished beaches were co e . e gram-size distribution of these samples were related ~o the 'suscep-

tibility' of the sediments to mobilize under controlled wind tunnel conditions. In all cases, the nounshment san~
corresponded to lower transport rates than the sand from nearb unnourished beaches. !:,arge amounts of shell tra~-
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ADDmONAL INDEXWORDS: Beach nourishment, dune lWurishment, fill material, ambient sand, grain-size distri-
bution, aeolian sand transport, wind tunnel experiments, The Netherlands.

INTRODUCTION

Beach nourishment is the artificial addition of sediment to

a beach area. The method is mainly used to restore and main-

tain sandy coastal areas with a sediment deficiency (DAVID-

SON et al., 1992; DELFT HYDRAULICS, 1987). ~ouriRhmeJ)t.

~ies a direct supply of sand to the hea~h dune sye~m. but~
it may also affect the sediment exchan e rate between the

eac an e . anges in the rate of aeolian sand
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i<1m;reni.:.C.qIDPosi~1on of borrow material compared to the

ambient beach sand (Figure 1).

In The Netherlands, sediment in the borrow area is often

characterized by a variety in material properties in both ver-

tical (temporal) and horizontal (spatial) direction (VANDER

WAL et al., 1995). This is because the borrow area exhibits

different geological formations, supplied by rivers, land ice

and sea. Moreover, currents and waves interact with sedi-

mentological processes, such as the formation of sand banks,

ripples and ridges, which have different sediment character-

istics (EISMA, 1968; VANALPHEN and DAMOISEAUX,1989).

..'Q1e nourishment sand represents a mixture of this borroV'{
_~and. In_additi~, the nourishment sand has not been subject

to the sorting processes in the surf zone, like the sand that

'iioFIIlalty reaches the veach. The fill may therefore differ in-'

~ositlOn tromthe ambIent beach sand. This will result in

a change in threshold wind velocity and eventually this may

lead to a change in the rate of wind-borne sand transport.
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--Sand..d.rifi~or...cQI!.tro1lin,gA~yelQ~t and

dynamics of vegetated coastal foredJ!.~ (e.g. ARENS, 1994)

an' auna. It is essential for the growth of

healthy marram grass (Ammophila arenaria), which is the

dominant plant species in the Dutch foredunes (VAN DER

PuTTEN et al., 1989). On the other hand, too much deposition

of sand will le~~JQ.~4f&<:.lillQ1r.:9f:these:ana::-6ilret_~
",

Apart&omTmpact on vegetated foredunes, ~~and-

drift has other potential adverse effects,_~;g-:;;;;~~;e~
construction and drinking water abstraction, both on the

beaches and dunes and on the (agricultural) hinterland. With
respect to coastal defence, the effect of nourishment is both

direct and ip.direct. The increased amount of sand on the

~acts.,.as-a-,Gi,r~b.ut'.fu! ag!;,linstwa~!g'Y.,1.lm:LP.IJ:Ft-

'~no.p~.,.blQw::\1,jnYUo~~l2!'~A~,- where .it is stored to be
"'-.a..'lailable-iTrti~~ghJloods or ero~

~~e rate of aeolian sand tr~orlInIi~d.!~sh-the ef-
ficiency oTUienourishmeiiC--""'"''

,"
'

,'" ""---....

An investigation has been carried out in The Netherlands

on changes in aeolian sand transport and foredune vegetation

response as a result of artificial nourishment (VAN DER WAL

et al., 1995). One of the aspects that had been studied was

the impact of the fill material on aeolian sand transport. The

objectives of this study were (1) to determine the textural

parameters influencing the rate of aeolian sand transport

and (2) to assess the differences between the rates of aeolian

transport of nourishment sand and native beach sand as a

result of differences in these textual parameters.
In, this paper, results of grain-size analysis of samples from

nourished beaches and dunes and adjacent unnourished

beaches, and results of wind tunnel experiments to determine

Ii
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Availability of

sand

Figure 1. Main impacts of artificial beach nourishment on aeolian sand transport to the foredunes.

the 'susceptibility' ofthe sediments to mobilize, are compared

and discussed. The results of the study will be discussed with

reference to actual aeolian sand transport on nourished

beaches. First, the use of nourishment along the Dutch coast

is considered.

NOURISHMENTS CARRIED OUT IN THE

NETHERlANDS

In The Netherlands, nourishment projects have been exe-

cuted since the early fifties. The method has been increas-

ingly used as costs decreased, mainly due to technical inno-

vation. The coast has been nourished for various reasons, but

the most important was to safeguard the lowlying hinterland

against flooding from the sea (HILLEN and RoELSE, 1995).

Weak dune areas were strengthened by artificial nourish-

ment of type a, band c in Figure 2, to bring the dunes in line

with the safety standard, as laid down under the Delta Act

of 1953. Since 1992, dunes along the Dutch coast all fulfil the

safety requirements (i.e. minimum dimensions or volumes

(TECHNICAL ADVIsORY COMMITTEE ON WATER DEFENCES,

1984; 1995».

After careful consideration of a number of alternatives, the

Dutch government decided that coastal regression should be

halted by means of the dynamic preservation of the coastline

at its position in 1990, with nourishment being a recom-

mended measure to counteract erosion (RIJKSWATERSTAAT,

1990). Since 1991, some five to seven million m3 of sand have

been deposited along the Dutch coast every year (HILLEN and

RoELSE, 1995). Fill is placed on the upper part of the beach
(type d in Figure 2). In some cases this type of nourishment

is complemented by a high buffer against the sea side front

of the dunes (type e in Figure 2), a so-called 'banquet' (HIL-

~~
0 25 50m

MSL

shore face beach foredune

Figure 2. Cross section with fill placing a. at the leeward side of the foredune, b. on top of the foredune, c. against the sea side front of the dunes, d.

on (the upper part oD the beach, often combined with e. a high buffer (a so-called 'banquet'), f. on the foreshore, and g. on the shore face.
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Fill
Volume Length

Site Year (106m3) (Ian) Placing

Ameland (Central part) 1980 2.2 5.6 dune face
1990 0.97 4.6 dune and dune face
1992 1.7 8.1 dune and beach

Texel (Eierland) 1979 3.05 5.8 beach (with 'banquet')
1985 2.85 6.0 beach (with 'banquet')
1990 2.54 5.4 beach (with 'banquet')
1994 1.33 3.0 beach (with 'banquet')

North Holland (Bergen) 1990 0.45 1.5 beach (with 'banquet')
1992 1.47 12.3 beach (with 'banquet')

RijDland (Meyendel) 1994 0.70 3.0 beach
Schouwen (Kop) 1987 1.83 2.4 beach and foreshore

1991 2.5 5.7 dune face, beach and
foreshore
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Figure 3. Location of sites.

LEN and ROELSE, 1995), especially when the beach to be sup-

plied is narrow. In other cases the fill material is spread over

the foreshore (type f in Figure 2), since this is often the place

where the losses occur. However, from an executional point

of view, nourishing the surf zone might be difficult (VANDE

GRAAFFet at., 1991). In 1993, an experiment was carried out
with a nourishment in the nearshore zone, with fill placing

in the trough between the middle and outer breaker bar (type
g in Figure 2) (HOEKSTRAet at., 1996).

The planned lifespan of beach nourishments and dune

nourishment vary between three and ten years. Especially at

locations where short-term morphological effects are unpre-

dictable, ~quent small-sized nonURhments arE>prpfprrE>nto.

!!Q.!!.tis.hments :w:it1L~ long lifespan (HILLEN and ROELSE,
1995).

In general, nourishment sand is borrowed in the nearshore

zone of the North Sea, as near as possible to the location to

be nourished, but with the proviso that the borrow area is

located seawards of the contour line of 20 m of depth or more

than 20 km offshore (DELFT HYDRAULICS, 1987). To avoid

negative impacts, sand with a minimum of clay and organic

matter is opted for (DELFT HYDRAULICS, 1987). Various

methods are used to borrow, transport and emplace the fill

material. !IsualtY.)_J..h~..s.~!l.~_i.L:b..qgQYY.~!L..h:L!L(;h:~<!g,~_~.d

transported to a discharge I~Q.n.in-the-v4Gi-Jlity..of.:!;h~_beach

<-[<n;-e'-nourlSIiea' an<J1)y"tlle sam~_~.~VillQ.th.~Q!~~~=t.1i.~..

"'matenal"tg-'br01rghrasnorearul spread out o~~!:._~h!;!J2~!!£h.

.(vAN"'UoiiScHo'l'""'antl-vAN"'RAID::;TEi,-'T991T"r!Ulldozers and

cranes are used to remodel the fill.

More information on artificial nouri,shm~J:1:~..carri~<Lout in

The Netherlands can be foun\HtiDELFT HYDRADDICS(:r987~)

"",-,-,,,, ,.........--..

C::::-'-- METHODS"""'"

Field Sites

From the locations nourished after 1990, five sites were

chosen, with different corresponding borrow areas and vari-

Table 1. Some characteristics of the rwurishl1U!nts on the investigated

sites (data from Roelse and Hillen, 1993 and De Ruig, 1994).

ous frequencies and ages of nourishments and fill placing
(Figure 3). Besides, adjacent reference sites at unnourished

beaches were selected.

The sites were selected from a rather limited number of

coastal sections with both a nourished site and a nearby un-

nourished beach. Furthermore, the sites were chosen such

that other management activities were restricted, both on the

beach and in the foredunes. The prefill sand on the nourished

beaches is assumed to be comparal!le to_tb~ sand from th;

~risned!?ea£1ie'S:"':.Th~ption is confirffi;dby p;;-
vious studies of Dutch beach and dune sand (e.g. EISMA, 1968;

DEPUYDT, 1972; TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON WA-

TER DEFENCES, 1984). A general overview of the sites and

fill placing as indicated in Figure 2 is given below (see also

Table 1).
(1) Ameland. In the central part of the Wadden island of

Ameland a first nourishment (type c) was carried out in 1980

to counter-act structural coastal erosion. Later, the area was

replenished (type c) and in a part of the area, the foredune

was enlarged(type a and b). This work was carried out partly

in 1990 and partly in 1992, and was complemented by a

beach nourishment (type d) in 1992. In this area, two sites

were chosen, with foredune nourishment in 1990 and 1992,

respectively. Figure 4 shows the 1992 nourishment. Sand

fences were erected at the dune foot, both parallel and per-

pendicular to the coast. At the west side of the area, a ref-

erence site was investigated.
(2) Texel. On Eierland on the Wadden island of Texel,

structural erosion continues for many decades (ROELSE and

HILLEN, 1993). After a first nourishment in 1979, the beach

was repeatedly replenished in 1985, 1990 and in 1994 (all
type d and e). Figure 5 shows the 1994 nourishment. The

1994 nourishment was carried out during the field work. Two

sites were chosen: a site at a stretch that had not yet been

replenished and one at a stretch that had just been nour-

ished. Sand fences were placed on top of the 'banquet'.
(3) North Holland. The area near Bergen, along the main-

land coast of Holland, is subject to persistent erosion. In

1990, a first nourishment was carried out, followed by a re-

plenishment in 1992 (type d and e). Although nourishment

was carried out over a length of more than 10 km along the

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 14, No.2, 1998
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Figure 4. The dune nourishment of 1992 on Ameland (photograph taken in August of 1994).

Figure 5. The beach nourishment of 1994 on Texel (photograph taken in July of 1994).

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 14, No.2, 1998
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Figure 6. Transects of each site with sampling location and date.

coast, some areas within this stretch were not supplied, nei-

ther in 1990 nor in 1992. The reference site was situated in

one of these windows.
(4) Rijruand. In 1994, a first beach nourishment (type d)

was executed along the rather stable coast of Rijruand. Since

the beach was sampled both before and after nourishment,

this site was both control and nourished site.
(5) Schouwen. The west coast of the former island of

Schouwen suffered from coastal erosion because of the east-

ward moving Krabbengat channel and because of wave attack

(ROELSE and HILLEN, 1993). As a consequence, the foredune

was considerably reduced. After a nourishment in 1987 (type

d and f), the area was replenished (type c, d and f) in 1991.

The channel was shifted offshore by borrowing the nourish-

ment sand at its west side. The reference site was situated

in an accretion area, a few kilometres to the north of the

nourished site.

Sediment Sampling

In July and August of 1994, surface samples were collected.

For grain-size analysis, samples of 200 gram were collected.

For wind tunnel experiments, one to three 11 kg samples

- 1993 20 July 1994

1990

/ 1991

- 1993 20 July 1994

---------

were collected at each site. For each sample, a layer of 5 cen-

timetres in depth was scraped from the surface.

In Figure 6, for each site transects from beach to inner

dune are displayed, with sampling locations and sampling

date. Records of height were obtained from the JARKUS data

base of Rijkswaterstaat, comprising yearly profile measure-

ments (see DE RUlG and LOUlSSE, 1991). Usually, the profile

from the year in which a nourishment is carried out, displays

the prefill topography. At beach nourishment sites and con-

trol sites, the samples were derived from the surface of the

backshore, as is indicated in Figure 6. For North Holland, fill

from the nourishment carried out in 1992 was sampled at the

dune face, in the remnants of the eroded 'banquet'. On Arne-

land, nourishment sand was collected on top of the dune

nourishment and on Schouwen on top of the dune face nour-

ishment. Fill material of the beach nourishment carried out

in Rijnland in autumn of 1994 was obtained in December of

that year.

At a number of sites, additional samples were taken along-

shore (about 200 metres apart) at comparable locations (i.e.

at a specific distance to the sea) to gain insight in the spatial

variability of the properties of the sand. Furthermore, sam-

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 14, No.2, 1998
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les of wind-blown nourishment sand and wind-blown native

sand (i.e. sand that was trapped by marram grass) were col-

lected on Schouwen.

Except for the Rijnland site, it can not be excluded that the

control sites were indirectly influenced by nourishment. This

applies especially to the reference site in North Holland.

Nourishment sand, however, was not mixed with ambient

sand or with nourishment sand transported from elsewhere.

This was assured by sampling fill that was not reworked by

the sea. An exception is the material collected at the back-

shore on the Wadden island of Texel (sample T90), at the

stretch of coast that had not yet been replenished. This sand

could contain the 1990 fill material, but it could also be mixed

with other sand (reworked dune sand that was deposited on

the beach after marine erosion, prefill sand or sand trans-

ported from elsewhere) during the four years since.

All the sampling locations were reworked by the wind.

Even at the newly created beaches on Texel and in Rijnland,

the process of deflation and lag development, transport and

deposition of sand and the effect on the grain-size distribu-

tion of the sand at the surface has to be taken into account,

given the considerable amount of sand deposited behind the

fences of the Texel nourishment (Figure 5). For the other

sites, aeolian selection acted on a time scale of over several

years. However, every sample reflected the actual surface

conditions at a site.

Grain-Size Analysis

Grain-size parameters were determined by sieving 200 g of

each dry sample including non-mineral compounds for 10

minutes on a sieve shaker, using a nest of fine sieves with a

class width of 0.5 'P, starting with a mesh of 3.75 'P, corre-
sponding to 0.075 mm. A description of the sand was made

(FAY, 1989) and descriptive statistics such as standard devi-

ation of the grain-size distribution (in
'P

units) and a number

of percentiles (weight percentage of sand finer) (in mm) were

calculated using the moments method (FAY, 1989). Percentile

d50equals median grain-size and sorting is defined as dgo/diO'
The uniformity index dso/dIOexpresses the suitability ofloose

material for compaction (DRAGA, 1983). From the grain-size

distribution the amount of fines « 0.075 mm) consisting of
fine sand, silts, clays and organic matter and the amount of

coarse material (> 2 rom), containing shell fragments and at

one location (Texel) shell fragments, gravel and stones, was

calculated as a weight percentage of the total dry weight of

the sample.

Wind Tunnel Experiments

Experiments with 22 samples of nourishment sand and na-

tive sand were carried out in a closed-circuit wind tunnel. The

tunnel has an observation section of 19.5 m in length with a

cross section of 0.75 by 0.75 m2. The wind speed in the tunnel

can be adjusted continuously by opening or closing the blinds

in front of the fan that sucks the air through the tunnel.

KNOTTNERUS(1976) described the wind tunnel in detail.

For each test, 11 kg sand was required. For most of the

sites, two samples of 11 kg were available, so that the exper-

iment was carried out in duplicate. For the North Holland

r
~
r

i
f
f
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control site, only one experiment was conducted. For all of

the three Ameland sites, the experiment was carried out in

threefold.

A tray (with a length of 1.22 m, a width of 0.33 m and a

height of 0.03 m) was filled with weighed oven-dried sand and

placed on the base in the middle of the test section. The sam-

ple surface was smoothed and levelled to the tray edges. The

wind speed was gradually increased over one minute to 11

m/s by means of a manual control and was kept at this speed

for another minute (VANDER WAL et al., 1995). Actual wind

speed was measured along the centre line at a location of 18

m from the upwind end of the tunnel. The measurements

were carried out with Prandtl-type pitot tubes. Mean wind

velocity of the 22 tests at a height of 0.23 m was 11.02 mis,

with a standard deviation of 0.13. In the wind tunnel the

boundary layer is suppressed by the influence of the sides. It

was found that the boundary layer in this tunnel is about

0.05-0.10 m high and that wind speed between 0.10 and 0.55

m is more or less constant (ARENS and VANDER LEE, 1995).

Average wind speed converted to a standard height of 10 m

by applying the logarithmic wind law (BAGNOLD,1960) would

be about 20 mis, assuming (1) a boundary layer of 0.05 m, (2)

a roughness length Zo = 0.0001 m for the base plate and (3)

a vertical distribution of wind speed not substantially influ-

enced by the tray, by sediment transport and by stability ef-

fects.

Then, the wind speed waS gradually returned to zero over

one minute. After the experiment, the sand was reweighed.

The percentage of sand blown off during the test was calcu-

lated for each of the experiments and was averaged for each

site.

Because of a limited amount of available sand for each test,

the steady state with a fully loaded saltation layer was not

reached. Nevertheless, this method was preferred to mea-

surement of the critical wind velocity for aeolian entrain-

ment. This was because for natural sands (both ambient

beach sand and nourishment sand) critical wind velocity is

usually not a definite value but a threshold range, which is

a function of grain-size composition (NICKLING, 1988). More-

over, the composition of sand is time dependent as a result

of aeolian selection, especially when shell fragments are in-

volved.

RESULTS

The rate of aeolian sand transport was expressed as the

percentage of sand removed at the end of the wind tunnel

experiment, averaged for each site (Table 2). This variable

was plotted against a number of grain-size parameters de-

rived from the analysis of the samples (Figures 8 to 12).

Deviations in grain-size distribution between the samples

collected at one site at different locations at a given distance

from the sea, were small for native sand (cf. samples from

Schouwen in Figure 13). In case of nourishment sand co!!::

,,""~!iininga considerable amount of shell fragments, there was

~a lar@..LY?ia~~~~~

. samples (cf. samples i~ Figure 7). As a result, the variation
~unt of sand blown off during the wind tunnel ex-

periments was larger for these nourished sites (Table 2).

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 14, No.2, 1998



Table 2. Weight percentages of sand blown off during wind tunnel exper-

iments with mean percentages (see text for explanation).
100 . . .. A90 Ameland nourishment 1990

Experiment
90 ..n A92 Ameland nourishment 1992

T94 Texel nourishment 1994
80 - S91 Schouwen nourishment 1991

Site Sample a b fL ~70

Ameland Nourishment 1990 A90 12 14 11 12 .E
at 60

Nourishment 1992 A92 24 13 14 17
°0;

~Reference site AR 59 63 64 62 cI) 60

Texel Nourishment 1994 T94 82 61 72 ~40CQ

Nourishment 1990 T90 19 21 20 ~30
North Holland Reference site NR 68 68

::J:
u

Nourishment 1992 N92 56 56 56
20

Rijnland Reference site RR 53 49 51 10

Nourishment 1994 R94 0
Schouwen Reference site SR 53 55 54 .075 .106 .16 .21

Nourishment 1991 S91 36 45 41 Grain-size (mm)

Nourished Site Reference Site

Site Sample d60 dooId,. d"Jd,. (T do. doJdlO d"Jd,.
(j

Ameland A90!AR 0.227 1.70 1.00 0.211 1.44 1.77 0.29

A92!AR 0.217 1.88 1.05 0.211 1.44 1.77 0.29

Texel T94 0.276 1040 1.91 0040

T90 0.346 1.93 0.93

North Holland N92/NR 0.242 1040 1.59 0.23 0.256 1.31 1.73 0.29

Rijnland R94/RR 0.232 1.58 2.25 0.52 0.338 1.63 2.26 0.45

Schouwen S91!SR 0.227 1.85 3.15 0.68 0.242 1.51 1.88 0.32

626 van der Wal
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(1) Median grain-size. Table 3 reveals, that at three sites

(North Holland, Rijnland and Schouwen), median grain-sizes

of fill material were smaller than the values obtained for

samples from their former or nearby natural beach. In Rijn-

land, median grain-size of nourishment sand is more than 0.1

mm smaller than the median of the sand that was sampled

at the same location before nourishment was carried out. Ma-

terial on top of the dune face nourishments on Ameland was

only slightly coarser than the corresponding native sand. Me-

dian grain-size of all samples ranged from 0.211 to 0.346 mm
(Figure 8). The nourishment sand on Texel derived from the

site that had just been replenished when sampled (T94) had

a high transport rate; median grain-size at this site was 0.276

mm. Linear regression of the rate of aeolian sand transport

on the median grain-size gave a value ofR2 of 0.00. For qua-

dratic regression, R2 was 0.35.
(2) Sorting. Although nourishment sand and ambient sand

from Rijnland greatly differed in median grain-size, they had

almost identical sorting, as was expressed by dgo/d1o(Table

3). Very well sorted replenishment sand was found at the

nourished beach in North Holland (standard deviation of the

grain-size distribution was 0.23
'P

units) and sorting of fill

materials on Ameland was only moderate (standard deviation

of 1.00 and 1.05, respectively) (Figure 9). The former was

rather compatible with corresponding native sand whereas

on Ameland, fills differed highly in sorting from sand sam-

pled at their adjacent control site. Native sand was well or

even very well sorted and values for standard deviation of

the grain-size distribution ranged from 0.29 to 0.45 ('Punits).

.3 .42 .6

Figure 7. Cumulative curves of grain-sizes, .showing variation in grain-

size distribution within some nourished sites.

For moderately well sorted to moderately sorted nourishment

sand (i.e. sand with a standard deviation exceeding 0.5
'P

units)~ of aeolian sand tr~ort decreased ~-
~R2 oflinear regression was 0.89.

(3) Uniformity Index. Regarding to uniformity index,

again, Rijnland fill and to a lesser extent sand from the nour-

ishment in North Holland were compatible with correspond-
ing ambient sand (Table 3kAs these sands were well or veIT.-

wellsorted,they~~alsutiaW~fo~~paction.Sandsam-

~ourishments on Ameland (in particular the nour-

ishment carried out in 1992) and on Schouwen was suitable

for compaction: uniformity indices up to 1.88 were found,

whereas at adjacent control sites values did not exceed 1.51.

_~~ian sand transport ~~rcrease~~_,the unl.::.

~!L~dex (Figure 10). A value ofU > 1.7 was associated

with low rates~40% of the sand was blown off after the

wind tunnel experiment). Linear regression of the rate of ae-

olian sand transport on the uniformity index gave a value of
R2 of 0.74.

(4) Fraction < 0.075 mm. The fraction < 0.075 mm pri-

marily consisted of mineral grains. Organic material of this

size was too rare to be of any importance at the research

areas. In Schouwen and Ameland sand, the fraction < 0.075

mm contained material up to a weight percentage of 0.86%
(Figure 11). T,ne corresponding amount of sand transported

during the wind tunnel experiments did not exceed 45% (Ta-

ble 2). Both on Ameland and Schouwen, clayey sediment lay-

Table 3. Median grain-size, uniformity index and sorting for nourished sites and nearby control sites. Percentiles are expressed in mm. Standard deviation

is expressed in phi units.
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Figure 8. Median grain-size of the sand versus the rate of aeolian sand
transport.

ers were exposed in the locally clear cut dune (face) nourish-

ment. A sample taken from such a layer in the 1992 nourish-

ment on Ameland contained 22.06% of material < 0.075 mm

and 80.95% of material < 0.150 mm.

For .the other sites, the amount of particles < 0.075 mm

was less than 0.05% and the amount of silt- and clay-sized

particles did not relate to the rate of aeolian sediment trans-

port. Linear regression of the rate of aeolian sand transport

on the fraction < 0.075 mm gave a value of R2 of 0.08.
(5) Fraction> 2 mm. The role of shells and shell frag-

ments in forming a lag surface and preventing the underlying

sand from blowing away was apparent. Especially in nour-

ishment sand from Ameland and Schouwen, shell pavements

were formed during the wind tunnel experiments, hindering

wind-borne transport of sand (Table 2). Sand from Texel con-

t~ry coarse sand, gravel and ston~h also ~
to be effectiVeIDreducing deflation (T90 in Figure 12). A

~ntent of more''C'lriffi-gz}bo{coarse'material resulted in a rate

of aeolian sand transport of less than 45% during wind tunnel

experiments, whereas all samples exhibiting sand-drift over

50% during the experiments were associated with shell con-

I 0 Reference site x Nourished site

S91

T90
x A92

A90
x

I

.5 .6 .7 .8 .9
Standard deviation (phi units)

I

1

I

1.1

Figure 9. Standard deviation of the sand versus the rate of aeolian sand

transport.
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tents ofless than 0.15%. Linear regression of the rate of ae-

olian sand transport on the fraction> 2 rom gave a value of
R2 of 0.78. The relationship between the results of the grain-

size analysis and the wind tunnel experiments of the sand

from Ameland illustrates that more sand was blown off dur-
ing the experiments (Table 2) when shell fragments were

smaller (fraction 0.6-2 mm versus fraction> 2 mm), even

with a slightly higher total weight percentage of particles>

0.6 mm (22.4% in the 1992 nourishment versus 20.7% in the

1990 nourishment).

In natural circumstances, the shells on the beach will be

reworked by the sea, re-exposing the sand beneath the shell

pavement. Especially in case of fill placing normally inacces-

sible to the sea, semi-persistent pavements may playa role

in the aeolian sand budget, which was confirmed by obser-

vations on Ameland and Schouwen. This is illustrated by the

results of the analysis of the Schouwen samples. Samples

were taken from the 1991 beach nourishment, from the 1991

dune face nourishment and from sand from a nearby un-

nourished beach (Figure 13). Furthermore, samples of wind-

blown sand (i.e. sand that was trapped by marram grass) of

both the nourishment site and the control site were collected

80
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Figure 11. Fraction <0.075 mm versus the rate of aeolian sand trans-

port.
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(Figure 14). The samples collected at the dune face nourish-

ment where not reworked by the sea and contained 6.7 to

24.7% of material larger than 2 mm. The material sampled

at the beach nourished in 1991 was reworked by the sea. No

shell pavements were observed and the weight percentage of

material larger than 2 mm ranged from 0 to 0.1%, which is

comparable to the ambient sand on the unnourished beach

(0%). Wind-blown nourishment sand also contained very few

shell fragments (0 to 0.65%), whereas none of the samples of

wind-blown ambient sand contained material larger than 2

mm.

Shell pavements may not only develop from aeolian selec-

tion. On both Ameland and Schouwen, concentrations and

layers of shells were exposed in a cliff (that was formed lo-

cally by marine erosion) of the dune (face) nourishment.

Together, the factors mentioned above affect the rate of

aeolian sand transport. On Ameland and on Schouwen for

example, nourishment sand was not only rich in shell frag-

ments, but it also contained large amounts of clay- and silt-

sized particles. The joint presence of shells and fines is not

unexpected since the presence of fine sediment is a favoura-

ble condition for shell-fishes in sea. On' the other hand, off-

shore accumulations of dead shells and shell fragments occur

in areas with coarse sands as secondary accumulations (EIS-

MA, 1968). From the present study it reveals, that on the

Ameland and Schouwen sites, sorting of the quartz sand frac-

tion was also poor. Samples taken from the 1994 beach nour-

ishment on the Wadden island of Texel, the 1992 nourish-

ment in North Holland and all the reference sites, all con-

tained few shell fragments, illustrating that negative corre-

lation between suitability for compaction and susceptibility

was in these cases the result of poor sorting of the quartz

sand fraction (material < 2 mm).

DISCUSSION

To assess the impact of artificial beach nourishment on the

beach dune system, the factors affecting wind-borne trans-

port of nourishment sand have to be studied. Several textural

parameters influencing the rate of aeolian sand transport are

discussed below.
(1) Median grain-size. In aeolian sand transport studies,

100
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Figure 13. Cumulative curves of grain-sizes of three samples of sand

ITom a natural beach, collected at the backshore (SR), four samples ITom

the dune face nourishment on Schouwen (S91), and three samples ITom

the beach nourishment on Schouwen, collected at the backshore (S91').

grain-size is recognized as an important parameter. BAG-

NOLD (1960) found that quartz sand grains of size 0.08 mm

are most readily transported by the wind, because the thresh-

old shear velocity is at its minimum for this size; smaller

grains require higher wind speeds, mainly because of stron-

ger cohesion forces, and larger grains offer greater resistance

due to their greater mass/surface ratios. From this investi-

gation it was made clear that median grain-size was of minor

importance in determining the rate of aeolian sand transport,

as the median value was largely affected by sorting of sand.
(2) Sorting. BAGNOLD(1960) found that with a fixed av-

erage diameter, the transport rate of a sand widely distrib-
uted in grain-size is greater than that of a well-sorted sand

under the same shear velocity, which was confirmed by stud-

ies conducted by e.g. HORI,KAWAet al. (1983). NICKLING
(1988) found that critical wind velocities were smaller for

more widely distributed sands. The smaller or more exposed

surface grains were entrained at low shear velocities and set

in motion a rapidly increasing number of grains by imparting

100
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Figure 14. Cumulative curves of grain-sizes of five samples of wind-

blown native sand and four samples of wind-blown nourishment sand

ITom Schouwen.
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momentum as wind velocity continued to rise. WILLETTS et

al. (1982) however, found higher transport rates for well sort-

ed sand than for a more widely distributed sand at high shear

velocities. The resent study reveals that very well or well

sorte sand (i.e. sand WI a s an ar eVla on smaller than

0.5
'P

units) corresponded to arger amounts ofJZap trans-

orted dyrL~~irincLty.p..nftL.e:/m.~ts than..o,!1lXJllQd;.

era~.~,grli..t~Ix_~eY..,!Io~d (i.e., sand with a stan-
dard deviation larger than 0.5

'P
units).

(3) Uniformity Index. Sorting was also expressed by the

uniformity index, which is also an indication for the suitabil-

ity for compaction. DRAGA (1983) attributed a low aeolian

activity of an artificial beach nourishment at Westerland

(Germany) to high values for the suitability for compaction

related to poor sorting. She suggested that dredging, bulldoz-

ing and otp.~ methods :use~ ill; UlLtrl!p.§~oitirig !IDd~

woulq. h~aq""c2p:1J2actl~These findings were con-

firmed by the results of this study, although values found for

U in the present study were much lower.
(4) Fraction < 0.075 mm. Clay- and silt-sized fractions

may contribute to the formation of aggregates, as the parti-

cles collect moisture and become sticky. Since clay and silt

have lower settling velocities than sand, a surface crusfmay

form during nourishment works, retarding aeolian sand

transport. At two investigated sites, clays and silts could

have hindered wind-borne transport, but the possible effect

was overshadowed by the influence of shell fragments.
(5) Fraction> 2 mm. LOGIE (1982) showed that low den-

sities of roughness elements, such as shells, gravel and

stones, tend to reduce critical wind velocity and cause in-

creased erosion because of wind acceleration along the obsta-

cles and development of turbulent eddies. An increase in non-

erodible particles however raises the threshold (NICKLING

and McKENNA NEUMAN, 1995). Semi-permanent lag depos-

its may develop, which eventually prevent sand beneath from

drifting, but sand transport may be re-activated after distur-

bance of such a pavement (CARTER, 1976).

During the wind tunnel experiments described in this pa-

per, large amounts of shell fragments considerably decreased

the amount of sand blown off. Field observations confirmed

that shell pavements can form within weeks, e.g. on the beach

nourished in 1994 on the Wadden island of Texel. They may

be semi-persistent in areas that are not periodically flooded
by the sea, especially on top of dune face nourishments (nour-

ishment types band c in Figure 2), e.g. on Schouwen. They

may also form on top of the 'banquets' (type e in Figure 2)

and on the upper part of the beach (type d in Figure 2). On

natural beaches, these extensive shell pavements were not

encountered during the field work.
(6) Other Factors. A factor not yet investigated is the

mineralogical composition of nourishment sand, especially

the amount of sand-sized shell fragments and calcite grains

and admixtures of heavy minerals, such as magnetite (VAN

DER WAL et al., 1995). Since OL!:1:...QJ!Jl22.J21.1119:..h;il:4!yany

diff~J~n!;~s between mineral. .grain,"-roundness of natural
beaGh...anddunesand..comp!'lredtQ.,I1Qurishment sand in

North Holland, particle shape (WILLIAMS, 1964; WILLETTS

et al., 1982), seems to'-I;e"ar;~insignificant factor affecting

rate of sediment'movem:enr;r~~ou~i~h~f'~'The"N'eth--'

---"""""""",-"'''''""'''''''''''''''''"'''-''-~''''''''''''''''--'''--'

,...~~-.,..",.,.-,~,, ,,
, ~._~"'--"""'"-O.

- "--< "., "", ,.-"",,
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erland.s.-ln--further studies, other factors than textural pa-

rameters, such as the influence of bonding agents (NIC-

KLING and ECCLESTONE, 1981) on the sediment threshold

and rate of transport have to be taken into account (VAN

DER WAL et al., 1995).

Although from the present wind tunnel experiments it be-

comes clear that nourishment sand and native sand differ

considerably in the measured rate of aeolian sand transport

as a result of differences in the grain-size distribution of the

sands, the influence of the fill properties on the actual ae-

olian sand transport rates and foredune development is not

yet assessed. Spatial and temporal variability in grain-size

distribution and surface roughness, such as initial aeolian

selection of fine sand and the formation and disturbance of

shell pavements, have to be studied in more detail. The ae-

olian mobility of surface materials decreases with time be-

cause of the development of a lag surface. High rates of mo-

bilization could be temporally restricted, but strong winds

may disturb the pavement and remobilize the sand. The het-

erogeneity of the fill material (f.i. the occurrence of layers

of shells and shell fragments within the nourishment) may

also playa role in this sequence. Therefore, the interaction

between surface conditions and aeolian sand transport has

to be studied over the whole longevity of the fill, i.e. 5 to 10

years.

As already pointed out in Figure 1, many other factors may

be involved in altering aeolian sand transport rate after nour-

ishment. Moisture conditions for example, are likely to in-

crease potential of sand movement due to a raised beach level

after nourishment. Beach nourishment may also affect beach

width, altering the fetch of onshore winds. In addition, a de-

crease in marine erosion of the foredune may change the

transfer of sand within the beach dune system. The changes

are superimposed on the natural variability in sand transport

rates to the foredunes (for instance due to meteorological con-

ditions). Assessing the impact of artificial nourishment on

foredune development necessitates an exact method to deter-

mine the causes of short time and small scale variation in

aeolian sand transport from nourished beaches. Further-

more, the study should comprise the whole longevity of the

fill and should start before fill placement. Especially when

linking the results to vegetation development, field monitor-

ing techniques are required (ROELSE et al., 1991; VAN DER

WAL et al., 1995). A field-based monitoring study has already

been carried out.

CONCLUSIONS

This research focused on the different rates of aeolian

transport of sand from beach and dune nourishmen.£; in The

Netherlands, 'as a resul~perfie"'SOffi.ii material

-COnlp~re(n'oam.1)ienneac1iSana:-Tlief1tt&01aeolrantrans-~
'~--porr(;f'sand;;'-&t;rmi;ed in ~-;J.nd tunnel was found to be

high!y~~ent .?Il (!2..£..aill:§i~~~on of ~~~~nd
on (2) the amount of shell fragments in the saii<f."1reach sana-

'WitnJlW1r~tef'!' o('t;ansportd.u~dtUi1:nerexperiments

.~ well to Y~rx~~ell sorted with a very small positive skew-
ness (fine tail) or a symmetrical, often leptokurtic grain-size

distribution. Samples of native sand all exhibited these prop-,
:::::::=...
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erties. Fill was moderate to moderately well sorted with a

negative skewne!!..s .caused by sh~ll fragments, and an often

platykurti.c grain-size dlstnbution,..~E.~ow rates oL

.,.sand tr~rt durin~ wind tunnel experiments. At two nour-

ished sites however, sand was well or very well sorted,' and

samples from these nourishments exhibited high transport

rates.
By .choosin~ appropriate fill material, it is therefore re.c-

o~ended not~nl~ ~o~~grain:Sii.:e,

~.~~~~ribut~2!l !1-I!C!j;hespatial
varil!!>ility__~f~.!!c!p-~p~rties, sin.ce even well sorted'sand in
the porrow area exhibihngspaffiifvanabilityin mean grain-

,,*e .l1l~i.!e.siilti!i. p~ors()it!P:g:9IJUrif~n~fjjj,Utture;'Forthe
dut.ch situation, well sorted sand with a minimum of sh~

fragments is slIjtahl" -.,-
~er to optimize bea.ch nourishment measures from a

geomorphologi.cal point of view, many aspe.cts related to the

borrow area, fill material, nourishment design, and exe.cution

method and their impa.cts on the (Io.cal) .coastal system have

to be assessed. A .choi.ce for .compatible material (with fill

<.yladng preferab

.

lY below the hi h water y,el). is one~ ~e
.con itlOns 0 mlmmize the impa.ct of nourishment on e

b'eacnd'Uiiesysttmr -----
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